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In vivo cardiac diffusion tensor imaging using a spiral trajectory 
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Target audience:  Physicists and clinicians with an interest in cardiac microstructure. 

Purpose: To reduce the echo time and increase the resolution of in-vivo cardiac diffusion tensor imaging (cDTI) by implementing and demonstrating 
a stimulated echo (STEAM) cDTI sequence with a single shot spiral readout.   

Method: The STEAM-EPI sequence with 
monopolar diffusion encoding previously 
described1, was modified as shown in figure 1.  
The slice select gradients accompanying each 
of the three RF pulses for each stimulated echo 
were placed on three perpendicular axes, to 
excite only a small square field of view around 
the left ventricle (133×133×8mm3).  The EPI 
readout was replaced by a single shot spiral 
readout (25ms duration, 2.2×2.2mm2 
theoretical resolution) and saturation bands 
were added before the first RF pulse to further 
suppress any residual signal outside the excited 
field of view which may have otherwise added to spiral wrap artefacts.  A relatively long spiral readout was used as the time following the spiral is 
deadtime and shorter spirals with reduced resolution can be reconstructed by cropping the raw data.  The echo time was reduced to 14ms compared to 
23ms using the equivalent EPI readout, as the spiral trajectory acquires kx=ky=0 first. 

5 healthy volunteers were scanned (Skyra 3T, Siemens Erlangen, Germany) for sequence development and demonstration purposes.A single short 
axis slice in the mid-left ventricle was imaged in the systolic rest period for each subject.  One reference image with minimal diffusion weighting 
(b=32smm-2) and images with diffusion encoding in 6 directions were acquired with b=500smm-2 (assuming 60bpm) in each breath hold (14 cardiac 
cycles).  Typically 12 breath-holds were acquired to provide 12 averages.  After initial tests, a dummy acquisition was added before the reference 
image to avoid a brighter initial image before reaching the steady state resulting in a 16 cardiac cycle breath hold.  The standard STEAM EPI 
sequence avoids this because of the EPI phase correction and parallel imaging reference data acquired in the first 4 heart beats but this results in an18 
cardiac cycle breath hold.  Image reconstruction was performed offline using a non-uniform fast Fourier transform (NUFFT library2) in MATLAB 
(The Mathworks, Natick MA).  In-house software was used to remove bad frames, co-register the frames, segment the left ventricle, reconstruct the 
diffusion tensor and calculate pixel wise helical angle (HA), mean diffusivity (MD) and fractional anisotropy (FA) maps.   

Results: Figure 2 shows a typical 
example of magnitude, HA, MD and FA 
maps in the left ventricle of one subject. 
The full 25ms spiral was used for 
reconstruction in this example as spiral 
blurring and off resonance artifact was 
not evident. HA shows the typical 
progression from left handed epicardial 
fibres to right handed endocardial 
fibres.  MD and FA appear smooth 
across the myocardium and the mean 

values lie within the range quoted in the literature (0.94±0.14 ×10-3mm2s-1 and 0.331±0.085 respectively)1,3. 

Discussion: By limiting the field of view to a small square around the left ventricle we have been able to exploit the inherent efficiencies of spiral k-
space trajectories for use in in vivo cDTI.   The centre-out nature of spirals allows for a reduced echo time and, therefore reduced T2 related signal 
loss, when compared to the equivalent EPI sequence.  The inevitable spiral blurring encountered with long spiral readouts means that further work is 
required to determine the true acquired resolution.  However, it is hoped that artifact reduction schemes such as off resonance correction and parallel 
imaging techniques may be able to reduce artefacts and improve spatial resolution in future. 

Conclusion: In vivo spiral cDTI is viable and is potentially a powerful method of improving spatial resolution. 
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Figure 1:  Schematic sequence diagram for the spiral STEAM cDTI sequence. 

Figure 2:  Example parameter maps obtained in one example subject using the spiral cDTI sequence. 
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